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Abstract
Simulation is a useful tool for engineering systems, and it is used in numerous and diverse fields. Simulation 
of large systems can result in better designs and make the design process more efficient. One important use of 
simulation lies in comparing and choosing the best among different simulation models that represent competing 
or alternative designs before the actual deployment and implementation. We have developed the Simultaneous 
Simulation of Alternative System Configurations (SSASC) approach, which provides a methodology that exploits 
the structural similarity among the alternative configurations and results in an efficient simulation algorithm that 
evaluates alternative configurations of a system simultaneously. In addition, we designed and implemented an 
efficient data structure for simulation state management to speed up the SSASC algorithm. Our approach to 
simulation is orthogonal to parallel or distributed simulation. The resulting improved algorithm could form the 
basis of an efficient parallel simulation framework.
I. In t r o d u c t io n
Deployment of large-scale systems is often expensive and sometimes catastrophic, as these systems 
generally have large numbers of interacting components. Failure of those components adds uncertainty to 
the normal operation of the system. To manage that uncertainty, to understand the systems in depth before 
deployment, and to protect them from unexpected repairs and costs, engineers rely heavily on detailed 
discrete-event simulations.
Simulation is applied in numerous and diverse fields, such as manufacturing systems, communications 
and protocol design, financial and economic engineering, operations research, and design of transportation 
networks and systems, among others. While simulation is a powerful engineering tool for analyzing 
systems, several hurdles must be crossed before it can be accepted widely as a standard design approach. 
First, the correctness of the simulation studies depends heavily upon the accuracy of the system 
representation. Second, simulations of large systems take a significant amount of computational resources 
and time. Even though the clock speed of sequential processors improves every year, the complexity of 
the systems that must be modeled also increases every year. Furthermore, the real utility of simulation lies 
in comparing alternatives before actual implementation [17], suggesting that the system model has to be 
simulated and evaluated multiple times for a large number of design configurations and parameter values 
to allow determination of a good design configuration choice. To perform a thorough analysis of a large 
number of configurations with varying system design parameter values, it is important to develop efficient 
simulation methods that can evaluate a large number of system configurations quickly and accurately.
Researchers have focused on evaluating large discrete-event systems using parallel and distributed 
simulation methods [12], [23], [20], [26], The novelty and appeal of parallel and distributed simulation 
methods have not resulted in the widespread use of these techniques in the real world. This can be attributed 
solely to the economic viability of the solution for companies, as it is difficult for them to justify the 
purchase of large clusters of computer nodes needed to run parallel simulation [20], To encourage the 
widespread use of simulation, it is necessary to make simulation more efficient in evaluating large numbers 
of alternative design choices and configurations. If the system under evaluation is scrutinized carefully, 
one will notice that changing the system configuration or parameter values does not dramatically alter the 
structure or behavior. Rather, much of the system behavior is similar for most of the possible alternative
2configurations. That fact suggests the possibility of an efficient way to simulate multiple alternative system 
configurations simultaneously on a uniprocessor system.
In our work on Simultaneous Simulation of Alternative System Configurations (SSASC) described in this 
paper [9], our first contribution has been to extend the ideas of Vakili [30] about single-clock simulation 
and Chen et al. [4] with a methodology that exploits the structural similarity among the alternative 
configurations, while eliminating pseudo transitions. The result is an efficient simulation algorithm that 
evaluates all the alternative configurations of a system simultaneously, eliminating the limitations of the 
single-clock technique for models with event rates that vary greatly among alternative configurations, as 
is often the case in dependability evaluations. The second contribution of this paper is a datastructure to 
represent and manipulate the state of the simulated system to further improve the simulation efficiency. The 
alternative configurations often have very similar states, due to the structural similarity among alternative 
models during the execution of the simulation. Furthermore, state updates follow a unique pattern that 
allows us to build a data structure that enables us to represent the states more efficiently, thereby further 
improving the speed-up of the SSASC algorithm. In this paper, we develop of an efficient data structure 
that exploits the unique state update pattern and structural similarity among alternative configurations to 
enhance the speed-up of the simultaneous simulation algorithm. The speed-up we obtain is significant, and 
we show that simulation using our approach is 30 to 55 times faster than separate simulation of all of the 
alternative configurations. Our third and final contribution is integration of a variance reduction technique 
into the SSASC algorithm that exploits the speed-up obtained because of the reduction of variance due 
to the use of common random numbers. This improvement provides an additional speed-up that may be 
up to double the existing speed-up.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides insight into the current state of the art 
in distributed and parallel simulation, distinguishing it from the SSASC algorithm. Section III describes the 
approach, development, and correctness of SSASC. Section IV describes the algorithmic implementation 
of SSASC along with the data structure used to efficiently represent and update the state of the simulation 
model. Section V discusses how SSASC was implemented in Môbius. Section VI presents the analysis 
and experiment that explore the effectiveness of the SSASC. We conclude in Section VIII.
II. B a c k g r o u n d  a n d  R e l a t e d  W o r k
In this section, we explore the background and other related work relevant to simultaneous simulation. 
In each subsection, we review general concepts with additional pointers to references that provide greater 
detail. Furthermore, we provide insight into the novelty of our approach, which has been built to address 
the shortcomings of other existing research and techniques.
When the number of alternative configurations is in the thousands, discrete event simulation is often 
the best way to evaluate the system. Therefore, we first provide, in Section II-A, a brief overview of 
discrete event simulation of Markovian stochastic models. Finally, in Section II-B, we cover the topic 
of simultaneous simulation of a large number of alternative configurations and we compare the existing 
techniques to our approach and discuss approaches that could be used to extend the uniformization in 
simulation to non-Markovian system models.
A. Discrete-event Simulation
Here, we provide a literature review on adaptive uniformization as applied to simulation, using an 
example M/M/2/B queuing system as shown in Figure 1. This example is used throughout this paper 
to build the reader’s understanding of SSASC. Readers are referred to [11] and [24] for more detailed 
descriptions of uniformization and adaptive uniformization in simulation.
In the example model, a Poisson stream of jobs arrives at rate a  and is routed to two exponential 
servers with service rates and /ifast with probabilities p and (1 — p), respectively. Both servers have 
a finite buffers, whose size are denoted by BsIow and Bfast. Both servers provide service using the First 
Come First Serve (FC F S ) policy. When a job completes, it departs from the system. The state of the 
system is represented by the queue length of jobs waiting to be served at the slow and fast servers.
3Bslow
P slow
1) Uniformization: In order to simulate the queuing system using uniformization, it is necessary to 
generate events as Poisson processes with parameter A, where A =  ct +  p sicnv +  Pfast- Each transition event 
is designated as
(a) an arrival event, AE, with probability j ,
(b) a potential departure from the slow server, PDSS, with probability or
(c) a potential departure from the fast server, PDFS, with probability
Execution or firing of the events changes the state of the system. The efficiency of simulation depends 
upon the fact that firing of an event results in a change to the state of the system. For example, whenever 
an event is designated as PDFS while the fast server has no pending jobs, the firing of the event does not 
update the state of the system. In such a situation, the firing of the event is called a pseudo transition. 
Since the state of the system does not change, the pseudo transition adds to simulation inefficiency.
2) Adaptive Uniformization: Since it is possible to have models whose simulations might lead to a large 
number of pseudo transitions, adaptive uniformization provides a methodology to alleviate these pseudo 
transitions to improve simulation efficiency [32], In particular, for the given M/M/2/B queuing system, 
if the routing probability p is set very close to 1, i.e., p ~  1, and p 3iaw Pfast, most of the incoming 
jobs will be routed to the slow server, but most of the events generated will be designated as departures 
from the fast server (PDFS). However, the fast server is idle most of the time, causing the simulator to 
label most of those events as pseudo transitions. Such conditions in the model add inefficiency in the 
discrete-event simulator. To alleviate the problem, it is possible to adaptively uniformize the firing rate 
based on the state of the system, as described in [24], The adaptive uniformization rate for the M/M/2/B 
model, depending on the state of the system, is as shown below:
A = a  When both servers are idle
A =  a  4- ftfast - When the slow server is idle 
A =  a  +  psiou,  When the fast server is idle
A =  a  +  pfast +  psiaw When both servers are busy
This technique of changing uniformization parameter values depending on the state of the system 
guarantees that the simulator never fires a pseudo transition. Thus, it enables continuous computational 
progress during the execution of the simulation model. However, one must note that this efficiency is 
obtained only while simulating individual simulation configurations. In this paper, we show how to extend 
it to simultaneous simulation of alternative configurations.
B. Simultaneous Simulation of Alternative System Configurations
In this section, we describe the existing approaches taken to simulate alternative design configurations 
simultaneously, and provide insight into their potential drawback, which is overcome by our SSASC
4algorithm [9], [8], We conclude this section with a literature review on related work on the generalization 
of uniformization of simultaneous simulation to general distributions.
1) Single-Clock Multiple Simulations: Single-Clock Multiple Simulations (SCMS) [30] are a class 
of simulation techniques that exploit the commonality that exists during evaluation of the alternative 
configurations of a discrete-event system. In the SCMS approach, clock ticks are generated based upon 
a dominant process in the system, and the events are chosen by appropriate thinning of the process 
for each alternative configuration of the system. In that way, the clock update mechanism and the state 
update mechanism are decoupled. The state update mechanism provides no feedback to the clock update 
mechanism regarding generation of the next events. If a single configuration of the discrete-event model is 
being evaluated (as in traditional discrete-event simulation), SCMS would be equivalent to uniformization- 
based simulation as described in the subsection II-A1. Note that the single-clock multiple simulation 
approach does not maintain an enabled event set, which means that it cannot take advantage of the 
adaptive uniformization.
To illustrate the simultaneous evaluation of multiple configurations using the SCMS technique, 
reconsider the example of the M/M/2/B queuing system from Figure 1. Let the service rate of the 
slow server be the design parameter that needs to be determined. For simplicity, suppose that we 
have n possible choices for the service rate of the slow server. The SCMS would define the dominant 
Poisson process as A =  a  +  pfast +  which would be used to generate the main clock tick where 
pümv =  max(fjlslaw); 1 <  i < n and i represents the ith configuration. As in the uniformization approach 
described earlier, each clock tick is designated as an arrival, as a potential departure from the slow 
server, or as a potential departure from the fast server, and this information is sent to each alternative 
configuration of the model. Consider a scenario in which the event is designated as a potential departure 
of a customer from the slow server. Each alternative configuration i with a nonempty buffer would update 
its state with the probability =sje£. This probability effectively thins the Poisson process as needed for 
each configuration for the departure event from the slow server. Using this technique, we can evaluate all 
the alternative configurations of the M/M/2/B queuing system together with a single dominant clock.
The salient feature of the technique is that it uses a single clock to update all the alternative 
configurations and eliminates the need to maintain any event list. However, as mentioned by Vakili [30], 
this technique gives rise to the possibility that an excessive number of pseudo transitions will be generated, 
creating the potential for inefficiency. In this paper, we propose the SSASC technique for simulating a 
family of alternative configurations of a system by using certain aspects from the single-clock technique 
and adaptive uniformization to achieve better efficiency in simulation.
2) Simultaneous Simulation of Non-Markovian Systems: The SSASC technique is quite efficient for 
simulating a large number of alternative configurations. However, its applicability is limited to a class 
of system models with exponential distributions. Here, we focus on other related work that attempts to 
extend uniformization from exponential to non-exponential distribution.
Several approximation techniques exist that try to match the first, second, and higher-order moments 
of the general distribution using phase-type distributions, such as hyper-exponential and hypo-exponential 
distributions [4], [2], [1], [29], Quasi birth-death processes with exponential distributions have also been 
used to approximate general distributions to evaluate systems, particularly queuing systems with general 
distributions [19], [14]. In addition, research groups have developed hybrid simulation approaches, in which 
the simulation technique of uniformization for exponential distributions is combined with traditional event 
list management for non-exponential distributions [3], [25], [28],
III. SSASC: M a r k o v ia n  M o d e l s
In this section, we develop the theoretical representation of alternative simulation configurations of 
discrete-event systems in a unified framework to evaluate the models simultaneously. We describe an 
approach based on adaptive uniformization for simulation of a discrete-event system with multiple 
parameter value settings. We first describe the general formal model, generalized semi-Markov processes
TABLE I: GSMP representation of M/M/2/B queue
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S = {n =  [risiow, iifast]: Ui is the number of jobs 
on server i , i  =  {slow, fast }} ,
E = {a,dsicnv,dfast} (a = arrival, di = departure 
from server i , i  =  {slow, fast}) ,
P = p{ [nsiow+1, nfast], [nsimv, nfast], a) =  p
if ft slow C: Pslou’t
p{\} s^low) Wfastd~l\i [ftsloui' Hfast\i ft)- 1 p
if Nfast S Efasti
p(.[ftslouH fast] i [ft slow i ft fast] i dslow)—1 
if ft’slou> ^  0?
p[ [ft'slow •> ftfast~^ -]i \ftslou m ^/ast] ? f^ast)~ 1
if n /osi >  0, and
l_e( HsIow-f) \
(GSMPs),  that we use to represent the discrete-event model. We adapt this formal representation from 
[30] and [31] for consistency and clarity to show how our approach is a significant improvement over the 
SCMS technique. We then describe how the general GSMP, when restricted to exponentially distributed 
clock times, can be modified to represent configurations with different parameter values such that all the 
configurations of the system can be simulated simultaneously with adaptive uniformization. Finally, we 
provide necessary intuition into the workings of the SSASC algorithm by describing how the technique 
can be used to simulate alternative configurations simultaneously, and more efficiently than SCMS.
A. Generalized Semi-Markov Processes
A discrete-event simulation can be represented using a generalized semi-Markov process (GSMP) [10]. 
A GSMP is characterized by a triple, G S M P  =  (S, E(s),p(. ,  s,e)), with a set of input distributions, 
E =  U F(.; s, e), e € E, defined as follows:
S = a set of physical states of a system,
E = {ei, e2, ek) is a set of finite events for the system,
E(s) = the set of possible events when the system is in state s,
p(s', s,e) = the probability of transition from s to s' when event e occurs,
*/’ = the set of all clock distributions F(.; s, e) for the model, where F(.; s, e) is
the probability distribution of the “clock time” of event e, when the system 
is in state s.
The M/M/2/B discrete-event system from Figure 1 can be represented using a GSMP as shown in 
Table I. In the above example, the parameters of interest that one could vary include the number of jobs 
that the servers can queue (i.e., Bsiow and Bfast), the service rate of the servers (i.e., psiou> and pfast), 
the inter-arrival rates of jobs (i.e., a), and the routing probability, p. All these parameter value variations 
result in alternative design configurations of the M/M/2/B model, and can be evaluated for the reward 
measures of interest using simulations.
B. Creating Alternative Configurations of the Simulation Model
In general, the behavior of a discrete-event system is governed by two components: (a) the state space 
of the system, and (b) the events and rate that cause the state changes. From the example in Figure 1, we 
see that alternative configurations of a discrete-event system can be created by varying parameter values, 
such as Bgiaa, or BfasU that change the system’s state space, or by varying parameter values, such as~p, 
a , gsiow, or pfast, that change the rate of state transitions governed by the event rate.
6TABLE II: Parameter values of the alternative design configurations for the M/M/2/B queuing model
Config # 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
BsloU! 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
B fast 7 9 7 9 7 9 7 9 7 9 7 9
Usloxv 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
Ufast -> 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5
In particular, for a system represented as a GSMP, it is possible to generate alternative configurations 
by varying the following parameter values:
• The probability transition function,p(s', s, e), that captures the behavior of the parameters that controls 
the state space of the system. By varying either the values of the probability that governs the 
probability transition function or the conditions that control the probability transition function, one 
can create discrete-event models that have different state spaces.
• The input distribution function, -0, and the probability transition function capture the behavior of the 
parameters that control the event rate of the system. Changing parameter values of the rate parameters 
of events or values of the probability that governs the probability transition function varies the rate 
of change of system behavior of a discrete-event model.
Using a combination of both types of parameters, it is possible to generate a large family of different 
configurations of the system that can be studied simultaneously. Table II describes a set of alternative 
configurations for the M/M/2/B queuing model.
C. Construction of Equivalent GSMP's for Each Alternative Configuration
To construct alternative configurations of a model that can be simulated simultaneously and correctly, 
we construct a GSMP' that augments the GSMP of each independent alternative configuration so that the 
behavior of the GSMP' is statistically identical to that of the GSMP. The goal is to have a common input 
distribution function ip for all the models. That would allow us to maintain a common enabled event set 
(EES) while simulating all the alternative configurations, thus amortizing the cost of event selection and 
firing. That necessitates modifications to the probability transition functions for each of the alternative 
configurations, to compensate for the existence of a common input distribution function. In this section, 
we describe the construction of GSMP' necessary to modify each alternative configuration so as to enable 
the simultaneous evaluation of all the alternative configurations.
Consider a discrete-event model represented by a G S M P  =  (S, E ( s ) , p ( s ,  e)). Let k be the number of 
parameters we wish to vary. Each parameter k\ is evaluated for n,j combinations, which results in n =  nj 
alternative configurations of the discrete-event model. It is fairly simple to generate the GSMP for each of 
the alternative configurations, as seen in the previous section. Let each alternative configuration be denoted 
by G S M P V =  (Sv, Ev(s),pv(., s, e)). Let i denote the ith alternative configuration, where 0 <  i < n.
Each new augmented GSMP'*’, which supports simultaneous simulation, is constructed from GSMP1’ 
as follows.
1) The states S for the equivalent GSMP'* are to be the same as the states Sv of the particular 
configuration, i.e., S'v =  Sv.
2) The new set of actions for GSMP'* is the union of the actions of all the configurations 
(.E'v =  |J"=1 El). Note that an action el G El is said to be equivalent to ej  € Ej , i.e., é1 =  ej , if it 
has the same label, ignoring the timing aspect of the action.
3) The set of possible events that are enabled is the union of the possible events of all the configurations,
i.e., E'v(s) =  E v(s).
4) The probability distribution F(.; s, e) of each event e G E  and state s G S  is modified to correspond 
to the shortest holding time of the individual configurations. When the event is fired, the process 
is thinned to reflect its true behavior. The thinning of the Poisson process is done using the state
7transition probability p described later. In terms of the rate parameter for the input distribution 
function, X'e is now defined as A' =  MAX™=1 A*. The holding time in a state sv, given that the event 
e is enabled, is given by F (.; sv, e) =  F*(.; sv, e"), provided that e" G El(sv), e =  e", and Ae// =  A', 
where ¿ is the index of variant that has the event e".
5) The transition probability for the new GSMP" is the modified transition probability of the 
individual configuration. For each configuration that does not have the event e defined, i.e., 
e G (E'v(s) — E v(s)), a pseudo transition with probability 1 is added. Additionally, the transition 
probability is appropriately thinned to account for the timing aspect associated with event e for the 
variant v for all e £ Ev(s), i.e., p'(s',s,e) =  jf(p(s',s,e)).
Note that the main difference between the construction of Vakili’s GSMP, denoted by GSMP", and 
our construction of GSMP' is that every event is active in every state in GSMP" while GSMP' maintains 
the original active events E(s) from the original GSMP. Furthermore, in our construction of GSMP', we 
modify the probability distribution, F(.; s, e), and probability transition function, p(s', s, e), to accomplish 
the equivalent alternative GSMP'. That particular modification allows us to use adaptive uniformization.
We now show that the behavior of an alternative configuration of GSMP and the behavior of its 
augmented version that enables simultaneous simulation, GSMP', are statistically equivalent for certain 
class of stochastic models. Here, the GSMPs are assumed to have exponential distributed clock times. 
Therefore, it suffices to show that the Markov chains of the processes represented by the original GSMP 
and the augmented GSMP' are equivalent. We do so by showing that the generator matrices Q for both 
GSMP models are equal. Formally,
Proposition 3.1: Let S =  {S(t);t  >  0} and S' =  {S'(t);t >  0} be the processes representing the 
original GSMP and the augmented GSMP', respectively. Then S is stochastically equivalent to S'.
Proof . Since we consider GSMPs for which all the clock times are exponentially distributed, their behavior 
can be represented as continuous time Markov chains (CTMCs). By the definition of GSMP, the rate of 
going from state to state Sj is the product of the probability transition function p(sj,Si,e) and Ae for 
each event e enabled when the model is in state s*. Therefore, the generator matrix Q' of the CTMC that 
represents GSMP' is given by q'^  =  y  p'(sj,Si,e)A'.
e £E' ( Si )
Recall that E'(si) =  E(si) from step 5 in the construction of the augmented GSMP'. Therefore, the 
generator matrix entry for Q' is modified as follows: q'^  =  p'(sj,Si,e)X'e.
e£E( si )
Note that F(s¿) are the events enabled in the original GSMP model. Furthermore, from step 6 of the 
construction of the GSMP', we know that p'(sj , e) =  y-p{sj,Si , e).
Replacing p'(sj,Si,e) in the above equation and canceling common terms, we obtain q1^ =
y  p(sj , s¿,e)Ae =  qij, where %  is the generator matrix of the original GSMP.
e(zE(si)
Therefore Q =  Q\  which implies that S is stochastically equivalent to S'. 0
Now that we have shown that the original GSMP and the modified GSMP' are stochastically equivalent 
such that all the augmented GSMP's have the same distribution functions f  \  we can simulate all alternative 
configurations of the model correctly using adaptive uniformization.
In the case of SCMS using uniformization [30], use of a Poisson process A that drives the process S', 
where A =  ^ A e for e G E'(s), leads to the possibility of a large number of pseudo transitions due to 
events e' G (E'(s) — E(s)) for a given state of the system. We alleviate this problem by considering a 
non-homogeneous Poisson process (N H P P ) A'n that drives the process S', where n is the nth transition 
epoch. The constant uniformization rate for eveiy epoch is determined by the events that are enabled in 
each of the configurations of the model being evaluated. As argued in [18], that uniformization approach 
is valid even if one thins a nonhomogeneous Poisson process. In effect, in our technique, an NHPP with 
a piecewise constant epoch is used to uniformize after the firing of each event. To be conservative and
8prevent incorrect uniformization, care is taken to ensure that the adaptive rate is always greater than or 
equal to the actual possible transition rates of all the enabled events. In that way, the updating of the An 
is done as follows after each epoch: A * =  Ae, where e G U?=i Et f ) .
Note that E(sl) is the set of events from the original representation of the discrete-event model. 
It is always true that U"=1(^(s*)) C E'(sv) for any variant v. There is always the possibility that 
Ui=l(E(s1)) =  E'(s), i.e., the system could have all the events of all the variants enabled at all times. That 
could cause the adaptive uniformization to behave just like uniformization, except that the construction 
of the adaptive uniformization parameter will always ensure that there is useful computation from at least 
one of the configurations, i.e., the firing of an event in adaptive uniformization will change the state of at 
least one of the configurations, which might not be the case with the traditional uniformization technique. 
Hence, our technique will always guarantee progress in simulation for at least one of the configurations. 
The next section describes a practical implementation of the simulation algorithm that uses our new 
approach.
IV. A d a p t iv e  U n if o r m iz a t io n  A l g o r it h m  o f  S S A S C
Continuing with the notations from the previous section, consider a scenario in which we want to 
simulate N  alternative configurations of a system parameterized by its design parameter values. As we 
discussed earlier, we obtain the new configurations from the original model by modifying their probability 
transition functions p(sfs,e) ,  input distribution functions ip, and the conditions that enable the state 
transition.
The simulation algorithm (See Algorithm 1) has three basic components: (1) a Common Adaptive 
Clock to generate the next event and to update the enabled event set, EES, based on the new state of 
the alternative configurations; (2) an Efficient State Management System, ESMS, to efficiently update the 
state of all the configurations simultaneously for the event that occurred; and (3) a reward redefinition 
process and an evaluation criterion that enables selection of the best alternative configuration using a 
statistical procedure based on a common random number generator. The algorithm is executed until a 
desired confidence interval is achieved through execution of multiple batches (in the case of steady-state 
simulation) or replication (in the case of terminating or transient simulation).
A. Common Adaptive Clock for SSASC
The SSASC algorithm begins with an empty EES (Line 1 in Algorithm 1). The simulation algorithm 
initially iterates through all the events in the model, adding them to the EES if they are enabled by 
any of the configurations (Line 2). Once the initial EES has been built, the simulator executes the basic 
components in a loop (Lines 5-11) until a terminating condition is satisfied.
In each iteration of the loop, the algorithm generates the next event epoch using an exponential random 
variable using the adaptive uniformization rate, A n. An event, e, is picked randomly from the EES (Line 
6(d)) and is weighted by the events firing rate, Ae, that is in the EES. SSASC updates the state of 
the alternative configurations based on the firing of this event e (Line 7) provided that their probability 
transition function p is greater than u, where u is a uniform random variable between 0 and 1. Only those 
alternative configurations that are enabled for the particular fired event, e, have their state updated. Note 
that p has been modified to accommodate simultaneous simulation (See Section III-C).
SSASC updates EES to remove disabled events and add new enabled events (Line 8). Events that are 
disabled in all of the alternative configurations are removed from the EES. Events that are enabled in 
any of the alternative configurations are added to the EES. The algorithm computes the new adaptive 
uniformization rate for the updated EES (Line 8(c)). To improve the efficiency of the state update 
procedure, SSASC implements an ESMS that is described in the next subsection (See Section IV-B).
The reward measures, R, are computed for each alternative configuration based on the current state of 
the configuration. This loop is iterated until a defined terminating condition occurs. Often the terminating 
condition is either a fixed number of iterations or a certain confidence level obtained for the reward
9Algorithm 1 SSASC using adaptive uniformization: Exponential distributions
1: Let
E E S  = 0. enabled event set initialized to empty set,
N  = number of alternative configurations,
E  = number of exponential events in the system model.
v  = index of the v th alternative configuration.
n  = index to the n th event epoch.
rn = n th event epoch.
n e = event fired in the n h event epoch.
ej = exponential event j  in discrete-event system model.
Ag. = exponential rate of event j  in configuration v,
\ej = max(\ l.) ,
so = initial state of each configuration.
D(e)  = dependency list that maintains the set of enabled events enabled due to firing of event e, 
a = (7(0,1), uniform random variable.
Rj', = k th reward measure defined on variant v.
erv = exponential random variable with rate 1.
A„ = adaptive uniformization rate.
2: Ve € ULo E(*o), EES =  EES +  {e}.
3: Ao =  E  V., where ej  G E E S .
4: n  — 0. to =  0.
5: repeat
6: Generate next event.
(a) Tn+l -  Tn  +
(b) P[Q] = 0.
(c) f o r ( j  -  1; j<  |EES|; j  + +)
p [j] = p \j - 1 ]  + x f -
(d) n e — ej where ej € E E S  
- . iff (P[j  -  1 ] <  «  <  P[j]).
7: Update state (refer to Section IV-B).
(a) Vv with n e G E(sn)  enabled, set ."to "the next state Sn+i if u  > p (s^+1, n e).
8: Update EES
(a) Ve G E E S , -  {e},
i f e ^ U ^ K + i ) -
(b) Ve'G D (n e), e 'G  U ^ K + i ) -
+  {e}. ___
(c) An+i =  where ej G E E S .
9: Vi>,V/c. compute i?^’.
10: n  =  n  +  1.
11: until a defined terminating condition. {Refer to Section IV-C for terminating condition.}
measures. To further improve simulation efficiency, SSASC redefines the reward measures to incorporate 
a variance reduction technique, as described in Section IV-C.
B. Efficient State Management System (ESMS) for SSASC
SSASC has been shown to produce substantial execution speed-up because of a common adaptive 
clock (refer to experimental results in Section VII). However, there are significant overheads due to the 
state-saving/updating operation in the simultaneous simulation algorithm (Line 7 in Algorithm 1), which 
can be further optimized. The loss of the expected speed-up of the SSASC algorithm is caused by the 
large memory footprint used to represent the states of the alternative configurations and the operations 
used to update the state of the model. In particular, each time an event is fired, the simulation algorithm 
needs to check and update the state variables of all alternative configurations. If the number of alternative 
configurations is large, a substantial overhead is caused by the need to iterate through the state variables 
of the simulation configurations and update the states.
In order to understand the basic state management approach in SSASC, consider the M/M/2/B queuing 
system as shown in Figure 1. The state of each alternative configuration is represented by a tuple, 
<  nslowi fast > Using the 12 alternative system configurations (refer to Table II for parameter values)
10
TABLE III: Simulation state of the alternative design configurations for the M/M/2/B queuing model
Confi g # 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Hsloiv 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Tifasi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TABLE IV: Trace of SSASC simulation of the M/M/2/B queuing network
Activity (Event) Fired State Variable
11 slow 'll fast
1 initial state 000000000000 000000000000
2 A. arrives at slow server 111111111111 000000000000
3 A. arrives at fast server 111111111111 111111111111
4 r fa s t '  only configurations with rates 4. 5 111111111111 111100000000
5 A. arrives at fast server 111111111111 222211111111
6 slow • only configurations with rate 2 001100110011 222211111111
7 r f a s t 001100110011 111100000000
8 ft fas t 001100110011 000000000000
of the queuing system, we can represent the initial state of the state variable of all configurations as an 
array of 12 integers, as shown in Table III.
For each state variable update after the firing of an event, the SSASC iterates all of the configurations’ 
states and updates them individually. Table IV traces out the state of the state variables and nfast 
for a particular simulation trajectory of the SSASC algorithm. That update process adds a large overhead 
when the number of configurations is very large (in the thousands). However, in Table IV, it’s evident 
that the change of state of the different configurations follows structured patterns. The reason is that 
the configurations share similar simulation model structures and have very similar stochastic behavioral 
properties. For example, configurations 0 and 1 differ only in the buffer capacity of the fast server (refer 
to Table II). For the given parameter values, the simulation trajectories of both of the configurations will 
be almost identical for most of the simulation time. This creates the opportunity to design an efficient 
state representation that would reduce cost overhead, in terms of both execution time and memory, to 
update the state variable of the configurations.
Furthermore, for each event fired, only a regular subset of the alternative configurations’ states are 
updated, due to the thinning of the poisson process. From the traces of simulation, we see that when 
Ufast fired only for rates 4 and 5 (see line 4 in Table IV), only configurations 4 through 11 were updated. 
Similarly, for ¡.isiow (see line 6 in Table IV), configurations 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 were updated. All of 
these patterns can be predetermined before the running of the simulation algorithm to provide a regular 
structure to update the state of the affected alternative configurations. That would significantly reduce the 
overhead of updating states in the SSASC algorithm.
Finally, it is important to note that the most common operations on the state variable are always accesses 
and updates to all the alternative configurations. Therefore, the data structure can be designed in a manner 
that is most efficient for the group access. Using the properties discussed above, we present the data 
structure and operations supported by it to enable the speed-up in updating the state as the simulation 
progresses.
1) Data-structure for ESMS: The ESMS necessary to perform efficient state management has two 
components. The first component is a data structure that encodes all of the individual states of all the 
alternative configurations to make them compact to represent, and efficient to access and update. Thus, 
the complete state of all the alternative configurations with M  individual states is encapsulated by M  
compact data structure representations. We call an individual state a state variable in the remainder of 
this paper. For the M/M/2/B queuing system, nslmv and rifast are represented using the compact state 
representation or CSR.
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Fig. 2: Compact state representation of nfast using linked lists 
TABLE V: Trace of SSASC simulation with ESMS of a M/M/2/B queuing network
Activity (event) fired State Variable
11-slow 11 fast
1 initial state [0,0,11] [0,0,11]
2 A. arrives at slow server [1.0.11] [0.0.11]
3 A. arrives at fast server [1.0.11] [1-0,11]
4 rfast-  only configurations 
with rates 4. 5
[1.0,11] [1,0,3],[0,4.11]
5 A. arrives at fast server [1,0.11] [2,0,3],[1,4,11]
6 Hsiow- only configurations 
with rate 2
[0.0.5],[1.6,11] [2,0.3],[1.4.11]
7 /Tfast [0.0.5].[1.6.11] [1,0,3],[0,4,11]
8 r  fast [0.0.5].[ 1.6.11] [0.0.11]
The second component is an additional support data structure, called the Indirect Reference List, or 
IRL, that provides a one-to-one mapping between state variable and alternative design configurations. IRL 
provides regularity to the access pattern to SSASC when the simulation updates the states of the model. 
That prevents fragmentation of CSR.
2) Compact State Representation (CSR): In SSASC, any access or update operation on the state variable 
includes exactly N  operations, where N  is the number of alternative configurations. Table IV shows that 
the state of the system is updated-N = 1 2  times for each fired event. If we were to represent each state 
variable in a more compact form, we could reduce the average number of operations to be less than N.
CSR is achieved with a simple data structure that encodes the state of the alternative configuration. This 
encoding can be represented using linked lists. Each cell in the list has three elements: the state of the 
model, the index of the current cell, and a pointer to the next cell. The linked list of tuples, [state, index, 
next], represents the state variable of the simulation model. Figure 2 represents the CSR data structure for 
the simulation trace when a customer arrives to the fast server (Line 5) as depicted in Table IV. Table V 
traces the same simulation trajectory with the CSR data-structure enabled for the state variables.
Since the size of the CSR is bounded by the number of alternative configurations, N,  an array 
implementation of the linked list is very efficient. Furthermore, accesses and updates are executed on 
a single contiguous block of memory, which makes them efficient on processors that provide pre-fetching 
and caching of blocks.
3) Indirect Reference List: From our example M/M/2/B queuing model, event rate parameter pfa8t is 
in the sorted order that matches the ordering of the alternative configurations. Thus, all state variables 
affected by pfasu such as nfast, will benefit from the CSR data-structure. However, state variable nsiaiv, 
which is affected by p siow, will be fragmented if represented by CSR (as seen in line 6) as a series of 
“01” strings (as shown in Table IV). It is possible to mitigate this fragmentation by building an Indirect 
Referencing List (IRL) for each state that has a different order of event rates that is different from the 
actual configuration order. IRL is built only once, during the initialization of the simulation model. The 
SSASC algorithm uses IRL to access and update state variables based on indirect referencing of the state 
variables. Table VI presents the IRL for the M/M/2/B queuing model. The simulation trace shown in 
Table IV is modified by ESMS is now shown in Table V.
TABLE VI: Indirect reference list for the M/M/2/B queuing model
12
Config # 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
O'slow 0 2 4 6 8 10 1 3 5 7 9 11
11-fast 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
C. Reward Redefinition to Determine the Best Alternative Configuration
In Appendix A, we present a statistical procedure, two-stage selection (developed in [7]) to choose 
the best alternative configuration automatically. SSASC generates common random numbers (CRN) 
automatically to seed its simulation, which have been considered one of the best and most popular 
approaches to variance reduction [17], We exploit this inherent advantage provided by SSASC to reduce 
the number of batches (in steady state simulation) or replications (in terminating simulation) to show 
the real advantage of SSASC over traditional simulation approaches. SSASC incorporates the two-stage 
selection as its terminating condition in Algorithm 1 (in line 11) by automating the process as follows.
Given that Ri and Rj are the reward measures defined on alternative configuration El and Ej 
respectively, we define as Ri -  Rj, where 0 <  i < j  < N. This enables the SSASC to incorporate
the cross-correlation due to the use of a common random number generator in the simulation algorithm. 
Suppose that the choice of the best configuration is based on the largest reward Ri, i.e, El is the best 
configuration iff R7/ > Rj for all j ,  j  f  i. Then, the choice is equivalent to choosing the largest Dtj and 
picking the configuration Ej , where j  is the column subscript. If the choice of the best configuration is 
based on the smallest Rj, then it is equivalent to choosing the smallest Dij and picking the configuration 
Ej , where j  is the column subscript. With the reward redefinition process, the SSASC algorithm terminates 
quicker based on two-stage algorithm when compared to traditional terminating conditions. That is due to 
the fewer number of replications or batches that are necessary to obtain the same confidence-level interval 
to choose the best design configuration.
V. I m p l e m e n t a t io n  o f  SSASC in  M ö b iu s
The Möbius tool was built on the observations that no formalism is best for building and solving 
models, that no single solution method is appropriate for solving all models, and that new formalisms 
and solution techniques are often hindered by the need to build a complete tool to handle them. Möbius 
addressed these issues by providing a broad framework in which new modeling formalisms and model 
solution methods can be easily integrated. In Möbius, a model is a collection of state variables, events, 
and reward variables expressed in some formalism. Briefly, state variables hold the state information of 
the model. Events change the state of the model over time. Reu>ard variables are quantitative measures 
of interest defined by the Möbius user to evaluate his or her models. In the next section, we present 
the details on how SSASC implements the state variable representation, event management, and reward 
measure computation as the algorithms were integrated into Möbius framework.
A. Integration of SSASC into Möbius
The SSASC algorithm, described in Section IV, is implemented as a C++ module extending the 
simulation features in the Möbius tool [5], The implementation first separates the state of the model 
and the clock event generation mechanism in the Möbius simulator. The state of the model for each 
alternative configuration is replicated and represented using an ESMS data structure. The event generations 
and management module for all the alternative configurations are merged to obtain a single set of 
events, while maintaining the information on parameter values of distributions used for each event in the 
individual configurations. During the running of the simulation, when any event is fired from the event list 
management module, the event is checked to determine whether it is an actual state transition or a pseudo 
state transition. The state of the configuration is updated based on the outcome of the classification of the 
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Fig. 3: SAN model of the DISS
that are active for a particular event, thus eliminating the need to test all of the configurations when an 
event is fired.
The computational savings from the amortization of the cost of event list management in a simultaneous 
simulation of all the configurations are quite substantial. These savings are illustrated in the next sections 
using a model of a distributed information service system for transient analysis, and a model of a fault- 
tolerant computer with repair for steady-state analysis. Moreover, the integration allows us to perform a 
fair comparison between SSASC and TDES, as both these algorithms were built on the same Mobius 
framework.
VI. E x p e r im e n t a l  .s e t u p
This section presents two Stochastic Activity Network (SAN) models of dependable systems as case 
studies to evaluate the SSASC algorithm. The transient availability of a distributed information service 
system (DISS) adapted from [16] and [22] is used to analyze SSASC’s terminating simulation. The model 
represents different components of an information service and the interaction and propagation of faults 
across the components. The steady state availability of a fault-tolerant computer system that is adapted 
from [6] and [27] is evaluated to compare SSASC with the traditional discrete-event simulation (TDES) 
algorithm. We evaluate all the models by varying parameter values to generate alternative configurations. 
We show that the SSASC algorithm is efficient and scalable for evaluation of large numbers of alternative 
configurations.
A. Evaluation Environment
The SSASC and TDES simulators are run on an AMD Athlon XP 2700+ processor running at 2.2 
GHz with 4Gb RAM in a Unix environment. The implementation was compiled using g +  +  3.4 with 
optimization level -03. SSASC is integrated into the Mobius simulator. This integration gives us a fair 
way to compare the TDES built into Mobius against our simultaneous simulator.
B. SAN Model of Distributed Information Service System (DISS)
The distributed information service system has a single front-end module that interacts with four 
processing units [16], [22], Each processing unit has two processor units, one unit of memory, a switch, 
and a back-end database. Each of the units can be in any of the following four states: Working, Corrupted, 
Failed, and Repaired. The units cycle through those states, as shown in a SAN model representation in 
Figure 3 [21]. . , ,








Front-end 1/3000 * FFactor 10/1000 10/10
Processor- _ Al 4/5000 * PI Factor 4/1000 9/10
Bl 3/5000 * PI Factor 4/1000 9/10
Cl 2/5000 * PI Factor 4/1000 9/10
D1 1/5000 * PIFactor 4/1000 9/10
A2 4/7000 * PIFactor 4/1000 9/10
B2 3/7000 * P2Factor 4/1000 9/10
C2 2/7000 * P2Factor 4/1000 9/10
D2 1/7000 * P2Factor 4/1000 9/10
Switch A 4/11000 * SFactor 3/1000 8/10
B 3/11000 * SFactor 3/1000 8/10
C 2/11000 * SFactor 3/1000 8/10
D 1/11000 * SFactor 3/1000 8/10
Memory A 4/13000 * MFactor 2/1000 7/10
B 3/13000 * MFactor 2/1000 7/10
C 2/13000 * MFactor 2/1000 7/10
D 1/13000 * MFactor 2/1000 7/10
Database A 4/17000 * DFactor 1/1000 6/10
B 3/17000 * DFactor 1/1000 6/10
C 2/17000 * DFactor 1/1000 6/10
D 1/17000 * DFactor 1/1000 6/10
Note: FFactor, PI Factor, P2Factor, SFactor, MFactor, and
DFactor are global variables whose values are varied
from 1 to 1000 by a multiplicative factor of 10.
TABLE VIII: Error propagation rates in the DISS model
Error Propagation Rate

























1) Fault Model: The SAN model describes how the fault propagates through the various components 
as each of them is corrupted. Each component can become corrupted internally. While corrupted, some 
of the components can corrupt other units. Errors are propagated from a corrupted component onto other 
working components based on the following rules.
The corrupted front end may propagate an error to either of the two working processors in any of 
the four processing units. The propagation occurs through the common event between the front end and 
processors. After the failure has been propagated, the front end might still remain in the corrupted state and 
could possibly corrupt the processors on the other Working processing units. When both of the processors 
of a processing unit are in the Corrupted state, they may corrupt the Working switch or the memory unit. 
Like the front end, the processor might remain in the Corrupted state until it fails. Both the memory unit
TABLE IX: Failure and repair rates of FTCSR
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10.0 * RFactor 
0.0052596 * CFactor 
0.0052596 * RAMFactor 
0.0052596 * IOFactor 
0.0017532 * IFactor 
0.0017532 * ErrFactor
Note: RFactor, CFactor, RAMFactor, IOFactor,
IFactor, and ErrFactor are global variables whose values 
are varied from 1 to 1000 by a multiplicative factor of 10.
and the switch unit in their Corrupted state can corrupt the back-end database unit by propagating their 
error to it. Both the memory unit and switch unit can remain in the Corrupted state independently before 
they move to the Failed state.
The distributed information server is said to be available if the front end is able to communicate with 
the back-end database. The model parameters used in the experiments are presented in Table VII and 
Table VIII. The availability of the system is measured at the transient time point of 0.1 given that all the 
components were in Working state at time point 0. We use the traditional Mobius simulator to evaluate the 
configurations to compare the accuracy and scalability with our technique. In order to have an accurate 
comparison between our technique and standard discrete-event simulation, we ran a simulation of each 
configuration for one million batches. We show that our approach evaluates the measures of interest 
accurately for all configurations of the model and is scalable to the number of configurations.
C. SAN Model of Fault-tolerant Computer System with Repair (FTCSR)
The fault-tolerant computer system is a multiprocessor computer with redundant modules that provide 
high availability as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 [6], [27], The computer is composed of 3 memory 
modules, of which one is a spare unit; 3 CPU units, of which one is a spare unit; 2 I/O ports, of which 
one is a spare unit; and 2 non-redundant error-handling chips. In addition to those modules, the computer 
has a repair module that detects module failures and repairs them while the system is up and running.
Each of the memory modules consists of 41 RAM chips and 2 interface chips. Each CPU module has 3 
processor chips, one of which is a spare. Each I/O port has 2 chips, one of which is a spare. The computer 
system is said to be available if  at least 2 memory modules, at least 2 CPU units, at least 1 I/O port, and 
both the error-handling chips are functioning. A memory module is said to be available if at least 39 of its 
41 RAM chips and 2 of its interface chips are functioning. In addition, the fault-tolerant computer system 
has a failure detection/repair module that detects failed chips and modules and automatically replaces 
them. We assume that this module is a black box and suffers no failures. Since our goal is to obtain the 
availability of the computer system, we are only interested in the relative failure rates and repair rates of 
the components. Table IX provides the relative failure rate for the computer system for each component.
1) Fault/Repair Model: Each module (CPU, RAM, I/O port, Inter, and Error handler) can become 
corrupted internally. In this SAN model, failures do not propagate from failed modules to working modules.
VII. E v a l u a t io n  a n d  A n a l y s is  o f  SSASC
In this section, we present the evaluation and analysis of SSASC against TDES as a simulation 
framework. In Section VII-A, we first verify the correctness of SSASC and its implementation. In 
Sections VII-B and VII-C, we scale the number of simultaneous simulation configurations to show how 
we achieve more than 1 order of magnitude in speed-up compared to TDES. In the following sections, 
we analyze the impact of the host environment, (such as compiler optimization, processor’s LI cache, and
16
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TABLE X: Comparison of correctness/accuracy of SSASC and TDES using DISS
Component 
failure rate TDES SSASC
PI Factor P2Factor Availability SD Time Availability SD Timex lO -02 X o 1 o c (seconds) X o 1 p x lO -05 (seconds)
5 7 8.464 5.600 10.40 8.461 5.126
5 70 8.999 4.716 10.40 8.995 4.725
5 700 9.055 4.601 10.40 9.050 4.327
5 7000 9.056 4.557 10.40 9.060 4.589
50 7 9.227 4.214 10.61 9.229 3.686
50 70 9.829 2.068 10.21 9.831 2.438
50 700 9.892 1.656 10.21 9.893 1.965 23.90
50 7000 9.899 1.597 10.21 9.899 1.702
500 7 9.306 4.017 10.40 9.309 2.969
500 70 9.917 1.447 10.21 9.919 1.328
500 700 9.982 6.820 10.40 9.982 5.320
500 7000 9.988 5.588 10.21 9.988 5.306
5000 7 9.316 3.989 10.21 9.318 2.795
5000 70 9.926 4.601 10.21 9.927 1.189
5000 700 9.991 4.922 10.21 9.991 4.777
5000. 7000 9.997 2.823 10.21 9.997 2.115
Total Time 164.90 23.90
memory overhead) and the impact of individual subcomponents (such as pseudo-transitions, two-stage 
selection, and ESMS) on the performance of SSASC.
A. Correctness and Efficiency of SSASC Algorithm Using DISS
To illustrate the correctness and efficiency of SSASC from an implementation and practical perspective, 
we compare the simulation results obtained using SSASC with TDES. We varied the individual corruption 
rate of processor 1 and processor 2 by a multiplicative factor of 10 to obtain 16 alternative configurations 
of the DISS model. The corruption rate of other components, such as the memory, the switch, the front 
end, and the database, were fixed. Table X shows the expected instant-of-time availability measures for 
these configurations. The table compares the traditional serial simulation to the SSASC algorithm. The 
results were obtained at a 95% confidence level. As one can see from the table, the availability measures 
obtained from our technique and the traditional method fall in each other’s confidence intervals. However, 
the key finding is the difference in total simulation time. The TDES takes 164.9 seconds, whereas SSASC
17





Simulation time (seconds) Speed-up
TDES SSASC SSASC with ESMS SSASC
SSASC 
with ESMS
1 10.21 10.59 11.16 0.96 0.91
4 41.40 13.17 11.13 3.14 3.72
16 164.90 23.90 12.71 6.90 12.97
64 665.60 68.46 19.17 9.72 34.72
256 2,648.00 165.91 47.31 15.96 55.97
1024 10,559.00 1,617.00 183.10 6.53 57.67
4096 41,978.00 8,088.00 1,688.90 5.19 24.86
completes the same simulation in 23.9 seconds. In the next section, we will compare TDES and SSASC 
to illustrate the speed-up obtained due to SSASC.
B. Scalability Evaluation of SSASC: Evaluating DISS using Terminating Simulation
In this set of experiments, the corruption rates of the memory (MFactor), switch (SFactor), front-end 
(FFactor), procl (PIFactor), proc2 (P2Factor), and database (DFactor) were varied by a multiplicative 
factor of 10 from values 1 to 1000 (refer to Table VI-B for parameter values).
1) Time Speed-up Characteristics: Table XI shows the speed-up obtained by running all the alternative 
configurations to obtain the DISS availability. SSASC achieved an average fivefold speed-up compared to 
TDES, as we simultaneously simulate 4096 configurations. The integration of ESMS into SSASC provided 
an additional fivefold speed-up compared to TDES for the same 4096 configurations.
Note that in most cases, the speed-up can be as much as an order of magnitude, but it begins to decrease 
once the number of alternative configurations hits 1024. The decrease in speed-up can be attributed to 
three factors. First, one should note that the relative length of the trajectory that is required to compute 
the instant-of-time availability is short (0-0.1 time units) in the system we have described. Thus, some 
of the computation time is spent in initializing the simulation of batches rather than in executing events. 
Since a million replications were run, the cost of initializing the simulation was the largest overhead for 
this particular example. We measured this initialization overhead to be around 10%-30%. Second, as the 
number of configurations is increased, the dissimilarity among configurations increases. That dissimilarity 
has a direct impact on speed-up. Third, we noted that when the number of configurations increases beyond 
a certain threshold, we lose the the advantage obtained by the locality of reference for memory access by 
the processor to update the state of the model or to compute the reward measures. Due to the use of large 
arrays to represent the state of the system for each configuration, the overhead of updating the state of the 
system and computing the reward measures decreased the speed-up of the simulation. Thus, the speed-up 
becomes comparatively moderate for the DISS model when the number of alternative configurations is 
greater than 1024.
C. Scalability Evaluation of SSASC: Evaluating FTCSR using Steady-State Simulation
To complete the comparative study of the speed-up obtained by using SSASC instead of TDES, we 
evaluated the FTCSR model using steady-state simulators using both approaches. The parameter values 
described in Table IX were varied by a multiplicative factor of 10 from values of 1 to 1000 to obtain 
4096 alternative configurations. The simulation model was run for 10000 batches. Table XII presents the 
speed-up obtained from SSASC with ESMS against TDES. We documented a further speed-up of 1-2 
times when a 2-stage selection process was used to evaluate all the alternative configurations. We omit 
the results, as they add no additional value to the results shown in Table XV.
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Simulation time (seconds) Speed-up
TDES SSASC with ESMS
SSASC 
with ESMS
1 0.31 0.63 0.50
4 103.13 51.20 2.01
16 542.68 130.54 4.15
64 2,771.00 453.06 6.12
256 16,327.00 1,776.00 9.14
1024 88,460.00 9,125.00 9.69
4096 403,310.00 90,320.00 4.46
TABLE XIII: Comparison of computational overheads to evaluate reward measure defined on DISS: 












Note: The overhead is normalized with respect to column-access.
D. Impact of Compiler Optimization and Processor Cache on Speed-up
We performed a controlled experiment to evaluate the impact of compiler optimization and processor 
cache on the speed-up results presented here. The reward measure of the DISS model states that DISS is 
only available if all of its subcomponents are in the working state. The DISS model has 21 subcomponents, 
as shown in Figure 3. Therefore, the function that computes the reward measure of DISS in TDES only has 
to check the status of 21 memory locations to determine the availability of DISS. This operation is very 
efficient in TDES simulation. However, when SSASC with N  configurations represents the state variables 
using an array, the allocated memory block (M) uses 21 x N  memory locations. In order to compute 
the availability of DISS for all alternative configurations, the evaluation can proceed in either of two 
ways. In the first approach, the SSASC implementation evaluates the reward measure for each alternative 
configuration before proceeding to the next alternative configuration. This is equivalent to performing 
column-access on M, and we currently implement this approach in SSASC. In the second approach, the 
implementation evaluates the reward measures for all alternative configurations by accessing the state of 
subcomponents in a consecutive order. This is equivalent to performing row access on M.
Our first hypothesis is that the current implementation of reward computation in SSASC (the column- 
access approach) has no impact on the overall speed-up of SSASC, as the number of configurations is 
increased because of one or more of the following implementation factors: (a) the memory layout of 
the program and/or compiler optimizations, and (b) the processor cache architecture. In order to test our 
hypothesis, we implemented both approaches. We instrumented the SSASC reward computation function 
to collect timing information. The results of our controlled experiments, illustrated in Table XIII, allow








Places 2 63 \26N
Activities1 2 67 134 N
Global variables1 4 6 24 N
IRL 1 6 6N
Total 290N
us to reject the hypothesis. The implication of this controlled experiment is that it is possible to improve 
the speed-up of SSASC further using smart compiler optimization techniques that are tailored to improve 
the efficiency of simultaneous simulation.
E. Memory Overhead Characteristics
Table XIV tabulates the worst-case memory overhead of SSASC compared to TDES for the DISS 
model, where N  is the number of alternative configurations. Suppose N = 4096; then the memory overhead 
would be about 4.5 megabytes. From experimental evaluation, we see that the memory footprint of TDES 
averages at 8MB. The memory footprint for SSASC averages at 8MB for 1 configuration and 16MB 
for 4096 configurations. We can conclude that the memory requirement grows linearly as the number of 
configurations is increased. However, the speed-up achieved is far more significant, which improves the 
overall utility of simultaneous simulation.
E Pseudo Transitions
With regard to the issue of pseudo transitions, one should note that unlike the SCMS, SSASC insures 
that at any given point in time, at least one configuration of the discrete-event model will be performing 
useful computation that leads to progress in simulation. It is always possible to have a family of models in 
which one or more alternative configurations might have events that are fired at very different time scales 
(rates), which could potentially cause other configurations to have significant numbers of pseudo event 
transitions. However, SSASC guarantees useful simulation progress in at least one of those configurations.
G. Two-stage Selection of Best Alternative Configuration
In this subsection, we show how SSASC can be augmented with smart statistical techniques, such as 
R&S or the MCB procedures described in [13]. Here, we illustrate how a two-stage selection approach 
for choosing the best alternative configurations can further speed-up the SSASC algorithm.
1) Procedure for performing two-stage selection: Refer to Appendix A for details on how to set up 
two-stage selection process to choose the best alternative configuration. Here, for this experiment, we set 
n0 — 10000. We estimate the variance for the traditional approach, i.e., max^  [Sfj{njtrad)] . Using that, 
we compute the required n,SSASC such that m ax^  (S y (n /S?ASC)) < max§  (S g(n /trJ ) .
2) Analysis: Table XV shows the speed-up for the simulation time of traditional simulation and SSASC. 
Note that the speed-up of SSASC over TDES for the DISS model is 1.5-1.7 times greater than the speed­
up shown in Table XI. That is attributable to the use of common random numbers in SSASC due to its 
common adaptive clock. Common random numbers reduce the variance of computed reward measures [17]. 
Therefore, SSASC has to execute fewer batches or replications to achieve the same confidence interval 
as TDES.
Note that we distinguish SSASC and SSASC with ESMS only in the above experiments, to compare the 
individual contribution in speed-up provided by the common adaptive clock and the ESMS data structure.
'Activity firing rates and global variables are floating point numbers.
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TABLE XV: Scalability experiments of SSASC and TDES algorithm: Evaluating DISS using terminating 




Simulation time (seconds) Speed-up
TDES SSASC SSASC with ESMS SSASC
SSASC 
with ESMS
1 10.21 10.59 11.16 0.96 0.91
4 41.40 12.17 11.10 3.40 3.72
16 164.90 18.90 12.71 8.72 12.98
64 665.60 46.40 18.10 14.34 36.74
256 2,648.00 90.10 47.31 27.8 95.27
1024 10,559.00 1,010.60 114.40 10.44 92.31
4096 41,978.00 4, 757.00 993.00 8.82 42.27
We don’t make that distinction in the remaining experiments. All the remaining experimental evaluations 
have both the common adaptive clock and the ESMS data structure enabled in the SSASC algorithm.
H. Comparative Evaluation of Cost of Event-Generation and State Update: SSASC versus TDES
As discussed earlier, SSASC achieves speed-up because of two components in its simulation algorithm: 
(a) the common adaptive clock, and (b) ESMS. Table XVI illustrates the comparison of SSASC and TDES 
with respect to each of these components for each of the case-study models. 1000000 replications of 
alternative configurations of DISS were executed for terminating simulation. 10000 batches of alternative 
configurations were executed for steady-state simulation. The table reiterates the fact that combination of 
alternative configurations into one large simulation model has significant advantages. Furthermore, use of 
an appropriate data structure to manipulate state update provides further improvement in speedup. In the 
next section, we will analyze the impact of ESMS data structure on simulation, and discuss how one can 
make optimal use of ESMS.
I. Analysis of ESMS
As with any data structure, the efficiency of the execution of ESMS depends upon the data access and 
update patterns from the simulation algorithm. In Section IV-B, we looked at some of the state update 
characteristics and built an ESMS data structure to be optimized for those operations. We will now look 
into some strategies that would make the best use of the ESMS data structure to improve the SSASC 
algorithm.
Any operation that causes two or more state updates to directly interact reduces the simulation efficiency. 
Consider the M/M/2/B queuing system from Figure 1. Suppose that there is an event, called transfer, that 
transfers customers from the slow server to the fast server. Whenever transfer is fired, in SSASC without 
ESMS, it would take exactly N  operations to access and/or update the state of the simulation model, 
where N  is the number of alternative configurations. Due to the use of IRL, SSASC with ESMS would 
add an additional m * N  operations for each state update operation, where m  is the number of interacting 
state variables (here, m  =  2).
In general, the order in which the IRL is built for each state variable in the model has some impact on 
the speed-up. Since faster-rate events are fired more often, we achieve better speed-up if the IRL list is 
built based on the order of the dominant event rate that affects each state variable. In situations in which 
the state variable of a model is affected by more than one event, it is better to build the IRL based on 
the fastest event affecting the state variable.
In the discussion about state update characteristics in Section IV-B, we noted that minimizing the size 
of the linear list improves efficiency. The reason is that one could pre-compute the sorted order of firing of 
a particular activity for all the alternative configurations. However, note that the state-dependent activity
TABLE XVI: Comparison of SSASC against TDES using total number of events generated and state 
updates for evaluating alternative configurations
Number of DISS
alternative Generated events State updates
configurations TDES SSASC TDES SSASC
1 5.6109x 10" 5.7037x 10" 2.4936X 10°7 3.1508xl0°7
4 2.1049x IO06 5.9200 x 10°6 9.9590 xlO 07 8.2953 xlO 07
16 5.6845x IO06 6.6062 x IO05 3.8059xl0°8 9.9101 xlO 07
64 1.4833x10°" 9.8219x IO05 1.4607x10" 5.0861 xlO 08
256 4.0003 x lO 07 1.3229x 10°6 5.6717x10" 2.3451x10"
1024 1.3851 xlO 08 1.3311 xlO 07 2.2492 x lO 10 6.33981x10"
4096 5.4912x IO08 6.531 lx lO 07 8 .9870x l010 3.33284x10'°
Number of FT ° c s
alternative Generated events State updates
configurations TDES SSASC TDES SSASC
1 2.4765 xlO 08 2.4657x 10" 1.4340x10" 2.7320x10"
4 6.7939x IO07 2.6983 xlO 07 5.5780x 10°8 6.8780x 10°8
16 3.5932x 10°8 9.4765 xlO 07 2.8662x10" 1.7386x10"
64 1.8717xl0°9 3.7657x 10°8 1.3593x 1010 8.2765x10"
256 1.1186x 1010 2.3456x10" 8.1333x 1010 5.8345x10'°
1024 6 .3356x l010 4.4512x 10°9 4.1348x10“ 1.5434x10“
4096 2.8790x10“ 6.2545 x lO 10 1.8948xl012 1.0645x 1011
does not guarantee this property of sorted order of firing. Therefore, it might be efficient to avoid using 
IRL lists and stick to the linear array representation when an event’s rate depends on the state of the 
simulation model.
Finally, it is possible to significantly improve efficiency of the simulation by viewing the simulation 
programming paradigm as N  independent alternative simulations that depend on each other for computa­
tional efficiency, rather than taking the traditional approach of viewing it as a simulation of N  independent 
replications of the model with different parameter values. In simplistic terms, the simulation tool user 
should view the process of developing models in SSASC as similar to vector, set, or matrix manipulation.
VIII. C o n c l u s io n s
In this paper, we discussed a new approach to simultaneous simulation of alternative configurations 
of dependability models through a combination of adaptive uniformization and the SCMS technique. We 
showed that a significant speed-up can be obtained by this new approach due to the amortization of the 
cost of event set management, and due to correlation among the trajectories for most of the alternative 
configurations. We expect that our technique will open up new research issues and ideas in optimization 
of simulations, sensitivity analysis, and parameter optimization of systems.
One of the goals of this work is to facilitate the use of simulation as an objective and/or constraint 
function in optimization of stochastic systems. Stochastic optimizations are often nonlinear, and it is 
not possible to quantify them analytically. That eliminates the possibility of exact calculations of local 
gradients, upon which traditional optimization solvers rely. Our approach provides a way to explore a 
large number of parameter values that could potentially allow us to use alternative approaches, such as 
compass search, direct search, or other unconstrained optimization more efficiently [15]. Furthermore, as 
the configurations are simulated, our approach provides a seamless framework that enables us to prune 
out designs that would not meet the required objectives. The pruning criteria can be defined to eliminate 
uninteresting designs to improve the efficiency of the simulations.
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SSASC also introduces an incentive to look at a new programming paradigm for describing simulation 
models. The current programmer’s view of a simulation execution sees it as a single model and its 
behavior. The speed-up of this approach is greatly enhanced if the programmer understands programmatic 
dependencies and interactions between alternative configurations, even though they’re stochastically 
independent. Development of a programming paradigm to maximize the utility of the speed-up achieved 
by the algorithm would be an interesting research area.
The utility of simulation of different models and statistical analysis of the outputs lies in comparing 
the alternatives before the actual implementation or deployment of the system. Even though there is a 
coupling between the state update and the clock-event generation mechanism, the structural and behaviorial 
similarity that configurations display provide an opportunity to reduce the computational cost of updating 
and maintaining the enabled event set. That allows dynamic comparison of the configurations at the run 
time of the simulations, which would provided a fast, efficient way to evaluate a large number of alternative 
design choices.
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A p p e n d ix  A
T w o - s t a g e  s e l e c t io n  o f  b e s t  a l t e r n a t iv e  c o n f ig u r a t io n
Detailed description of two-stage selection can be found in [17], Let Ri be the reward of interest defined 
of alternative configuration E \  Let pi be its mean. Let us define Dij as the difference between reward 
measures for alternative configurations E z and Ej (0 < i  < j  < N ), where Di3 =  Ry — Rj. Let p i3 be 
the mean of the differences.
Due to inherent randomness of the observation, the user cannot expect to pick the best configuration 
with probability one. Instead, the user can pre-specify the probability of choosing the best alternative 
configuration (BAC) = p*. Furthermore, to prevent the method from computing a large number of 
replications that differentiate two configurations, the user needs to specify indifference amount d*. d* 
allows the method to be indifferent to configurations that satisfy the criterion pi — p3 < d*.
In the first stage, the SSASC executes a fixed number of replications or batches of simulations, n°, of 
all N  alternative configurations. Let Dk represent the reward measure obtained from the kth replication 
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In the second stage, we compute the total number of batches, n{, that are necessary for each alternative 
configuration i to make sure that the measures computed on these system models are within the specified 
confidence level intervals. We use nf which is the maximum of all n{ to perform the next set of simulations
t m--
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Here, h can be numerically computed, since F and /  are CDF and PDF of a /-distribution, which can 
be assumed to be normally distributed,
f°° (jv-i)jv
P ' =  [F(t +  h) -r - f m  (4)
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Now, the means for reward measures for the remaining batches are defined as
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where the weights are
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and W'2ij =  1 — W l tJ for 0 < j  < i<  N. The weighted sample means are
(5)
(6)
H, j ( n f ) =  W U j  * n y  (T-  +  * (7)
